
PCoB - Photographer's Guide to Beaufort 

The eBook committee is looking for some creative photos of the following sites for the eBook.  

We are not interested in documentary photos. This book is published to show the visiting 

photographers which are the more photogenic spots in Northern Beaufort County.  

We already have creative photographs of other Northern Beaufort County sites but these 15 need 

updating or something more creative.  If that's not possible, we will eliminate these sites from the 

book.   

1. Hunting Island -  Need new updated photos of the beach, lagoon, pier 

2. Chapel of Ease - Need a WOW shot 

3. Fort Fremont - Difficult location to do something creative, but try 

4. Coffin Point - Road = allee of oaks.  Anyone have access to a red pick up truck that can be used as 

a prop driving down the road? 

5. The POINT - new shots of the Castle  

6. Port Royal - New shots of shrimp boats at Dockside 

7. Port Royal - Cypress Wetlands - birds .  Was not in previous edition so need some great bird shots, 

alligator, black water.  Be creative. 

8. Rail Trail / pickle factory - not in previous edition. Need to see if there's anything photogenic along 

the trail.  We do not need to document the trail.   

9. MCAS  planes at entrance  - We have a shot at Christmas with the lights but maybe there's an 

interesting angle to shoot it from this time of year?   

If you have anything that would be perfect for the Photographers Guide to Beaufort, please send 

a low res file to Sandy Dimke at sandydimke@gmail.com. Please add "eBook Photos" in the 

subject line.   

Our committee will meet in May 30 to review the new photos. 

Thanks for taking the time to contribute to this exciting project! 

 

 

 


